
Hurley 2nd XI vs Penn & Tylers Green 2nd XI – Chiltern League Division 2 (90 overs win/lose) 

Date: 14th May 2022 

Weather: Warm and sunny 

Location: Shepherds Lane 

Toss: Hurley – elected to field first 

Result: Hurley won by 4 wickets 

 

Innings of Penn & Tylers Green 

C. Yates  b. L. Cole 32 
D. Marriott+ c. J. Cole b. J. Singh 24 
D. Roscoe c & b b. J. Singh 0 
K. Christopherson*  b. J. Singh 6 
M. Henderson Not Out  123 
A. Coulthard  b. L. Cole 1 
O. Marriot Not Out  7 
M. Woolley    
C. Todd    
J. Turner    
S. Humphreys    
  Extras (9b, 1lb, 8w, 1nb) 19 
  TOTAL 212-5 

 

J. Singh 9 5 10 3 
K. Hussain 3 0 28 0 
M. Singh 8 0 43 0 
R. Singh 9 3 16 0 
E. Hussain 4 0 22 0 
L. Cole 7 1 31 2 
H-A. Baig 5 0 52 0 

 

Innings of Hurley 

M. Walton+  b. O. Marriott 17 
M. Singh  b. O. Marriott 39 
R. Singh  b. Todd 9 
H-A. Baig c. Roscoe b. Christopherson 10 
J. Singh  b. D. Marriott 40 
J. Cole* Not Out  52 
S. Taylor  b. D. Marriott 0 
A. Singh Not Out  4 
E. Hussain    
K. Hussain    
L. Cole    
  Extras (14b, 4lb, 10w, 17nb) 45 
  TOTAL 216-6 

 



D. Roscoe 4 0 26 0 
A. Coulthard 6.2 1 22 0 
O. Marriott 6 0 35 2 
C. Todd 8 1 32 1 
K. Christopherson 5 0 31 1 
M. Henderson 4 0 29 0 
D. Marriott 4 1 23 2 

 

Penn & Tylers Green’s first league outing of the season saw them travel to SL6 5NG where hosts 

Hurley were unbeaten following last week’s victory against Knotty Green. A thoroughly entertaining 

afternoon of cricket followed with more twists and turns than the Wagatha Christie saga, and it was 

the home team that eventually stumbled over the line to win by 4 wickets. 

For the second week running Hurley skipper Josh Cole won the toss and with keeper Mike Walton 

having to leave early for a family function was rather forced into fielding first when, on a blameless 

track, may have preferred to bat first. Penn & Tylers openers Chris Yates (32) and Doug Marriott (24) 

raced along against the new ball, reaching 28 without loss after the first four overs, with 15-year-old 

debutant Kumayle Hussain (0-28) a little nervous and offering up a diet of full tosses. Once Mandeep 

Singh (0-43) replaced Hussain the scoring rate slowed, and the batsmen found it increasingly difficult 

to score and put away the rare bad ball. Whilst the thesaurus offers several options for the word 

parsimonious, none really describe the excellent and miserly 9-over spell from Joban Singh (3-10), 

bowling unchanged from the river end. The first runs he conceded were thanks to a misfield and a 

dropped catch. Joban Singh finally removed Marriott in the 13th over with the score on 51 thanks to 

a decent catch at first slip by Cole, followed quickly by Damian Roscoe (0), caught and bowled, and 

skipper Kenzie Christopherson (6) bowled to leave the visitor’s struggling at 66-3 off 17 overs and in 

danger of disappearing more quickly than Rebekah Vardy leaving the Old Bailey. However, with 

Yates stubbornly resisting at one end, and Mike Henderson (123*) becoming increasingly aggressive 

Penn & Tylers gradually recovered despite the efforts of Ravi Singh (0-16) and Ejaz Hussain (0-22). 

Captain Cole finally turned to younger brother Liam (2-31) and it was the spinner that had Yates in 

two minds and subsequently bowled via the face of the bat after a near two-hour and 90-ball vigil. 

Four overs later Cole deceived Adam Coulthard (1) with a quicker ball to leave Penn & Tylers 119-5 

off 33 overs and in jeopardy of posting a sub-par score. The diminutive 14-year-old Oscar Marriott 

(7*) struggled to score but did keep the excellent Henderson company as the pair took 93 from the 

final 12 overs; the latter heavily favouring the leg side in striking some brutal blows, the unfortunate 

Haider-Ali Baig (0-52) coming in for some heavy punishment conceding 22 from the final over 

including three consecutive sixes to take the visitors past 200. It was Henderson’s maiden century, 

his unbeaten 123 coming off only 90 balls with 17 fours and five sixes. 

Chasing 213 to win openers Walton (17) and Mandeep Singh (39) started well against Roscoe (0-26) 

and Coulthard (0-22) posting 66 for the first wicket. Despite Walton needing to leave early his 

anticipated acceleration never materialised, proving that an aggressive-Walton is an oxymoron, but 

it was Singh that looked like he had the taxi booked as he took 22 off the first 8 balls he faced. After 

the opening bowlers regained some control, Singh dropped and Walton reprieved after being 

‘caught’ by an above waist high no-ball, it was the first-change Oscar Marriott (2-35) who struck in 

the 11th over to bowl Singh by a well-directed yorker, followed by Walton a few overs later with one 

that nipped back to clip the off stump. The visitors were guilty of conceding a plethora of extras with 

wides and no-balls adding to the Hurley scorebook, Marriott in particular bowling several front foot 

no balls and beamers as he tried to bowl too quickly. Connor Todd (1-32) extracted bounce from the 

track, but got carried away with the short ball tactic, although did clean bowl a flat-footed Ravi Singh 



(9) in the 21st over. When Baig (10) skied a Christopherson (1-31) bouncer to square leg, it was 

Hurley that were in peril at 101-4, still needing another 112 to win and searching for a Coleen 

Rooney alibi. However, man-of-the-match Joban Singh (40) and the in-form Josh Cole (52*) 

combined with a chanceless 5th wicket 76 run partnership in 13 overs to take Hurley within 40 runs 

of victory. Whilst Singh was explosive, especially with the effective legside heave hitting six fours and 

two sixes off only 35 balls, Cole was more circumspect happy to rotate the strike in nudging singles 

and putting away the bad ball. Singh was bowled by Doug Marriott (2-23), despite the bowler having 

kept wicket for the first 30 overs, quickly followed by the unlucky Steve Taylor (0) bowled via a very 

healthy inside edge to leave the home team 176-6 off 35 overs. With Akash Singh (4*) in support, 

Cole then took command hitting the remaining runs including 16 off Doug Marriott’s final over, 

reaching a well-deserved half-century off 54 balls as a result, to see Hurley to 216-6 and victorious 

by 4 wickets with 7.4 overs to spare. 

An aggregate of nearly 430 runs for the loss of only 11 wickets, eight of which were bowled, was 

testimony to a good wicket as the home team and WAG jury retired to the bar after an exciting 

game of cricket played in good spirits. 


